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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach to ontology alignment and domain ontology
extraction from two existing knowledge bases: WordNet and HowNet. These two
knowledge bases are automatically aligned to construct a bilingual ontology based
on the co-occurrence of words in a bilingual parallel corpus. The bilingual ontology
achieves greater structural and semantic information coverage from these two
complementary knowledge bases. For domain-specific applications, a
domain-specific ontology is further extracted from the bilingual ontology using the
island-driven algorithm and domain-specific corpus. Finally, domain-dependent
terminology and axioms between domain terminology defined in a medical
encyclopedia are integrated into the domain-specific ontology. In addition, a metric
based on a similarity measure for ontology evaluation is also proposed. For
evaluation purposes, experiments were conducted comparing an automatically
constructed ontology with a benchmark ontology constructed by ontology
engineers or experts. The experimental results show that the constructed bilingual
domain-specific ontology mostly coincided with the benchmark ontology. As for
application of this approach to the medical domain, the experimental results show
that the proposed approach outperformed the synonym expansion approach to web
search.
Keywords: Ontology, island driven algorithm, cross language application,
WordNet, HowNet
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, a considerable number of studies been invested focused on
developing concept bases for building technology that allows knowledge reuse and sharing.
As information exchangeability and communication becomes increasingly global, multilingual
lexical resources that provide transnational services are becoming increasingly important. On
the other hand, multi-lingual ontologies are very important for natural language processing,
such as machine translation (MT), web mining [Oyama et al. 2004], and cross-language
information retrieval (CLIR). Generally, a multi-lingual ontology maps the keywords of one
language to another language, or computes the co-occurrence of the words among languages.
A key merit of a multilingual ontology is that it can achieve greater relation and structural
information coverage by aligning or merging two or more language-dependent ontologies with
different semantic features.
In recent years, significant effort has focused on constructing ontologies manually
according to domain experts’ knowledge. Manual ontology merging using conventional
editing tools without intelligent support is difficult, labor intensive, and error prone. Therefore,
several systems and frameworks to help knowledge engineers perform ontology merging have
recently been proposed [Noy and Musen 2000]. To avoid reiteration in ontology construction,
algorithms for ontology merging [UMLS http://umlsks.nlm.nih.gov] [Langkilde and Knight
1998] and ontology alignment [Vossen and Peters 1997] [Weigard and Hoppenbrouwers 1998]
[Asanoma 2001] have been investigated. In these approaches, the final ontology is a merged
version of the original ontologies with aligned links between them [Daudé et al. 2003].
Alignment is usually performed when ontologies cover domains that are complementary to
each other. In the past, a domain ontology was usually constructed manually based on the
knowledge or experience of experts or ontology engineers. Recently, automatic and
semi-automatic methods have been developed. OntoExtract [Fensel et al. 2002] [Missikoff et
al. 2002] provides an ontology engineering chain for constructing a domain ontology from
WordNet and SemCor. Some recent approaches have been discussed in [Euzenat et al. 2004].
In [Euzenat et al. 2004], the alignment approaches were classified as local or global methods.
Four main local methods, that is, the terminological, extensional, semantics, and structure
methods, were introduced to measure the correspondence between two ontologies at the local
level. Nowadays, much work is being invested in ontology construction for domain
applications. Performing authoritative evaluation of ontologies is becoming a critical issue.
Some evaluation methods are integrated into ontology tools to detect and prevent mistakes,
which might be made in the course of developing taxonomies with frames as described in
[Gómez-Pérez 2001]. They defined three main types of mistakes: inconsistency,
incompleteness, and redundancy mistakes.
Although the previous research on ontology alignment has achieved much, some
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important issues still require further investigation: (1) How can we to construct or extract
domain concepts from a corpus? (2) Should the alignment of a cross-language or multilingual
ontology be performed automatically or semi-automatically? (3) Authoritative assessment of
ontology construction is desirable. In this study, the WordNet and HowNet knowledge bases
were aligned to construct a bilingual universal ontology based on the co-occurrence of words
in a bilingual parallel corpus. For domain-specific applications, the medical domain ontology
was further extracted from the universal ontology using the island-driven algorithm and two
corpora, one for the medical domain and another for the contrastive domain. Finally, axioms
between medical terminology were derived based on a medical encyclopedia. A benchmark
ontology based on the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) and constructed by
ontology engineers and experts was used to evaluate the constructed bilingual ontology. This
paper also defines two measures, the taxonomic relation and non-taxonomic relation, as
quantitative metrics for evaluating ontologies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ontology
construction process. Section 3 presents experimental results for the evaluation of our
approach. Section 4 gives some concluding remarks.

2. Ontology Construction
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the ontology construction process. There are two major
stages in the proposed approach: bilingual ontology alignment and domain ontology
extraction.

2.1 Bilingual Ontology Alignment
In this approach, a bilingual ontology is constructed by aligning Chinese words in HowNet
with their corresponding synsets defined in WordNet according to the co-occurrence of the
words in a bilingual parallel corpus. The hierarchical structure of the ontology is actually a
conversion of HowNet. One of the important parts of HowNet consists of definitions of lexical
entries. In HowNet, each lexical entry is defined as a combination of one or more primary
features and a sequence of secondary features. The primary features indicate the entry’s
category, for example, the relation “is-a” in a hierarchical structure. Based on the entry’s
category, the secondary features make the entry’s sense more explicit, but they are
non-taxonomic. Totally, 1,521 primary features are divided into 6 upper categories: Event,
Entity, Attribute Value, Quantity, and Quantity Value. These primary features are organized
into a hierarchical structure.
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Figure 1. Ontology construction framework
In the alignment process, the Sinorama [Sinorama 2001] database, containing over 6,500
documents with 48,000,000 words from 1976 to 2000 in Chinese and English, is adopted as
the bilingual parallel corpus. This corpus is then used to compute the conditional probability
of the words in WordNet, given the words in HowNet. Then, a bottom up algorithm is used to
perform relation mapping. In WordNet, a word may be associated with many synsets, each
corresponding to a different sense of the word. To find a relation between two different words,
all the synsets associated with each word are considered [Fellbaum 1998]. In HowNet, each
word is composed of primary features and secondary features. The primary features indicate
the word’s category. The goal of this approach is to increase the amount of relation and
structural information coverage by aligning their semantic features in WordNet and HowNet.
Equation (1) shows the alignment between the words in HowNet and the synsets in
WordNet. Given a Chinese word, CWi , the probability of the word being related to synset,
synset k , can be obtained via its corresponding English synonyms, EW jk , j = 1, … , m, which
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are the elements in synset k . The probability is estimated as follows:
m

Pr( synset k | CWi ) = ∑ Pr( synset k , EW jk | CWi )
j =1

(1)

m

= ∑ (Pr( synset |
k

j =1

EW jk , CWi ) × (Pr( EW jk

| CWi )) ,

where
Pr( synset k | EW jk , CWi ) =

N ( synset kj , EW jk , CWi )
l
k
∑ N ( synset j , EW j , CWi )

.

(2)

l

In the above equation, N ( synset kj , EW jk , CWi ) represents the number of co-occurrences
of CWi , EW jk , and synset kj . The probability Pr( EW jk | CWi ) is set to one when at least one
of the primary features, PFil (CWi ) , of the Chinese word CWi defined in HowNet matches
one of the ancestor nodes of synset , synset kj ( EW j ) , except for the root nodes in the
hierarchical structures of the noun and verb. Otherwise, the probability Pr( EW jk | CWi ) is
set to zero:
⎧
⎪1, if
⎪
⎪
⎪
Pr EW j | CWi = ⎨
⎪
⎪0,
⎪
⎪
⎩

(

)

⎛
⎞
⎜ ∪ PFil (CWi ) − {entity, event , act , play}⎟ ∩
⎜
⎟
⎝l
⎠
⎛
⎞
⎜ ∪ ancestor (∪ synset kj ( EW j )) − {entity, event , act , play}⎟ ≠ ∅,
⎜
⎟
k
⎝
⎠
Otherwise

(3)

where {entity, event, act, play} is the concept set in the root nodes of HowNet and WordNet,
⎛
⎞
and ⎜⎜ ∪ PFil (CWi ) − {entity, event , act , play}⎟⎟ represents all the primary features of the
⎝l
⎠
Chinese word C W i except for {entity, event, act, play}. Finally, the Chinese concept, CWi ,
is integrated into the synset ,

synset kj , in WordNet as long as the probability,

Pr( synset k | CWi ) , is not zero. Figure 2(a) shows the concept tree generated by aligning
WordNet and HowNet.

2.2 Domain ontology extraction
Now, we will attempt to extend the ontology to domain applications. In domain-specific
information retrieval, more detailed definitions and terminology are required. This paper
proposes a two-stage domain ontology extraction method. This approach extracts the ontology
from the cross-language ontology by using the island-driven algorithm in the first stage. The
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terminology and axioms defined in a medical encyclopedia are integrated into the domain
ontology in the second stage.

Figure 2(a).Concept tree generated by aligning WordNet and HowNet.The nodes in
bold circles represent operative nodes following concept extraction.The
nodes on gray backgrounds represent operative nodes following
relationn expansion.
2.2.1 Extraction using the island-driven algorithm
Generally, an ontology provides consistent concepts and world representations necessary for
clear communication within the knowledge domain. Even in domain-specific applications, the
number of words can be expected to be huge. Synonym pruning is an effective way to perform
word sense disambiguation. This paper proposes a corpus-based statistical approach to
extracting a domain ontology. The steps are listed as follows:
Step 1. Linearization: In this step, the tree structure in the general purpose ontology shown in
Figure 2(a) is decomposed into a vertex list that is an ordered node sequence starting at the root
node and ending at the leaf nodes.
Step 2. Concept extraction from the corpus: The node is defined as an operative node when the
tf-idf value of word Wi in the domain corpus is higher than that in its corresponding
contrastive (out-of-domain) corpus. That is,

⎧1, if tf-idf Domain (Wi ) > tf − idf Contrastive (Wi )
,
operative _ node(Wi ) = ⎨
⎩0, Otherwiae
where

(4)
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tf − idf Domain (Wi ) = freq i, Domain × log

ni, Domain + ni ,Contrastive

tf − idf Contrastive (Wi ) = freq i ,Contrastive × log

ni, Domain

,

ni, Domain + ni,Contrastive
ni,Contrastive

.

In the above equations, freq i, Domain and freq i,Contrastive are the frequencies of word Wi
in the domain documents and its contrastive (out-of-domain) documents, respectively;
ni , Domain and ni,Contrastive are the numbers of documents containing word Wi in the
domain documents and its contrastive documents, respectively. The nodes shown in bold
circles in Figure 2(a) represent operative nodes.
Step 3. Relation expansion using the island-driven algorithm: Some domain concepts are no
longer operative after the previous steps have been performed due to the problem of data
sparseness. According to the analysis performed during ontology construction, most of the
inoperative concept nodes have operative hypernym nodes and hyponym nodes. Therefore, the
island-driven algorithm is adopted to activate these inoperative concept nodes if their ancestors
and descendants are all operative. The nodes shown on gray background in Figure 2(a) are
activated operative nodes.
Step 4. Domain ontology extraction: In the final step, the linear vertex list sequence is merged
into a hierarchical tree. However, some noisy concepts defined as nodes not belonging to this
domain are operative according to Equation (5). For example, the node with the concept “solid”
shown in Figure 2(b) is an operative noisy concept. Accordingly, the second goal is to filter out
the nodes with operative noisy concepts. In this step, noisy concepts without ancestors or
descendants belonging to the domain are removed. Finally, the domain ontology is extracted,
and the final result is shown in Figure 2(b).

2.2.2 Axiom and terminology integration
In practice, specific domain terminology and axioms should be derived and introduced into an
ontology for domain-specific applications. There are two approaches to integrating
terminology and axioms into an ontology: the first one is manual editing performed by
ontology engineers, and the second is automatic integration from a domain encyclopedia.
For medical domain applications, 1,213 axioms were derived here from a medical
encyclopedia with terminology related to diseases, syndromes, and the clinic information.
Figure 3 shows an example of an axiom. In this example, the disease “diabetes” is tagged as
level “A,” which means that this disease occurs frequently. The degrees for the corresponding
syndromes indicate the causality between the disease and the syndromes. The axioms also
provide two fields, “department of the clinical care” and “the category of the disease,” for
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medical information retrieval or other medical applications.

Figure 2(b). The domain ontology after isolated concepts are filtered out

Occurrence
A: frequent
B: medium
C: infrequent

A 糖尿病
A Diabetes

Disease

Degree
1 (Top-1): cardinal symptoms
2 (Top-2): subordinate symptoms
3(Top-3): lowest correlated symptoms

1 不發燒

3 體力下降

3 口渴

1 no fever 3 physical strength has collapsed 3 thirst

Syndromes

Category of Disease
a: an acute disease
b: a medium disease
c: a chronic disease

內科

C

Internal medicine

c

Departments of the
clinical care

Figure 3. One example of an axiom

3. Evaluation
For quantitative evaluation of the ontology, two types of evaluation, conceptual evaluation and
domain application evaluation, were adopted to evaluate the coincidence between the
extracted domain ontology and the manually designed ontology. Furthermore, a medical web
mining system was implemented to evaluate the practicability of the bilingual ontology.
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3.1 Conceptual Evaluation
The benchmark ontology was created as a test-suite of reusable data which could be employed
by ontology engineers for benchmarking purposes. The benchmark ontology was constructed
by domain experts, including two doctors and one pharmacologist, based on the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS). The domain experts integrated the Chinese concepts
without changing the contents of UMLS.
The construction of an ontology is generally evaluated using a two-layer measure,
consisting of lexical and conceptual layers [Eichmann et al. 1998]. Evaluation in the
conceptual layer seems to be more important than that in the lexical layer when the ontology is
constructed by aligning or merging several well-defined source ontologies. There are two
conceptual relation types of evaluation: taxonomic and non-taxonomic evaluation.

3.1.1 Evaluation of taxonomic relations
Evaluation of taxonomic relations is based not only on lexical similarity but also on
hierarchical information according to the basic ontology definition. In this approach, obtaining
the metric is a five-step process.
Step1. Linearization: In this step, the tree structure is decomposed into a vertex list as described
in Section 2.2. The ontology, OT , and the benchmark, O B , are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b),
respectively. After linearization is performed, the vertex list sets VLS T and VLS B are obtained
as shown in Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d), where VLS T = VLT1 ,....., VLTp ;
VLS B = VL1B ,....., VLBq ; VLOi represents the i-th vertex list of ontology O, and p and q are the
numbers of vertex lists for the target ontology and the benchmark ontology, respectively.

{

}

(a)The taxonomic hierarchical representation
of target ontology OT

{

}

(b) The taxonomic hierarchical representation of
benchmark ontology O B
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VLS B

VLST
(c) The taxonomic vertex list representation
of the target ontology

(d) The taxonomic vertex list representation of the
benchmark ontology

Figure 4. Linearization of the target and benchmark ontologies
Step 2. Normalization: Since the frequencies of concepts in the vertex lists are not identical,
normalization factors are introduced. For the target ontology, the set of factor vectors adopted
for normalization is NF T = nf1T , nf 2T , nf 3T , nf 4T , nf 5T ,....., nf mT , and for the benchmark
o
ontology it is NF B = nf1B , nf 2B , nf 3B , nf 4B ,....., nf nB , where nf i is the normalization
factor for the i-th concept of ontology O. It is defined as the reciprocal of the number of vertex
lists:

{

{

nf iO =

}

1
NViO

}

,

(5)

where NViO represents the number of vertex lists containing concept i in ontology O.
Step 3. Similarity estimation of two vertex lists: As the Figure 5 shows, the pairwise similarity
of two vertex lists for the target ontology and benchmark ontology can be obtained using the
Needleman/Wunsch techniques as described in the following steps:
1. Initialization: Create a matrix with m+1 columns and n+1 rows, where m and n are the
numbers of nodes in the vertex lists of the target ontology and benchmark ontology,
respectively. The first row and first column of the matrix can both be initially set to 0. That
is,
Sim(m, n) = 0, if m = 0 or n = 0.

(6)
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...

VLT1

VLTp

Sim(VLTi ,VLBj )

Sim(VL ,VL )
T
1

…

VLTi

Sim(VLTp ,VLBq )

B
1

…

VL1B

...

VLBj

VLBq

Figure 5. Pairwise similarity between the target ontology and benchmark ontology
2. Matrix filling: Assign values to the remaining elements in the matrix according to the
following equation:
1 ⎛ Ti
Bj ⎞
Bj ⎞
⎧
⎛ Ti
⎪Sim(m − 1, n − 1) + 2 ⎜⎝ nf m −1 + nf n −1 ⎟⎠ × Simlexicon ⎜⎝V m −1 , V n −1 ⎟⎠,
⎪
1
⎪
Bj
B
B
T
T
Ti
Sim(V m , V n ) = max ⎨
Sim(m − 1, n) + ⎛⎜ nf mi−1 + nf n j ⎞⎟ × Simlexicon ⎛⎜V mi−1 , V n j ⎞⎟,
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
2
⎪
1 ⎛ Ti
Bj ⎞
B
⎪
Sim(m, n − 1) + ⎜ nf m + nf n −1 ⎟ × Simlexicon ⎛⎜V mTi , V n −j1 ⎞⎟.
⎪
⎠
⎝
⎠
2⎝
⎩

(7)

There are some synonyms belonging to the same concept in one vertex. Thus, the lexical
similarity can be defined as
Bj

T

B
T
Simlexicon ⎛⎜V mi−1 , V n j
⎝

⎞⎟ =
⎠

Synonyms defined in V mi−1 and V n
T

Bj

(8)

.

Synonyms defined in V mi−1 or V n

T

B

3. Traceback: Determine the actual alignment with the maximum score, Sim(Vm i , Vn j ) ;
therefore, the pairwise similarity is defined as follows:

(

)

B
Sim VLTi , VLBj ≡ max Sim⎛⎜V mTi , V n j ⎞⎟.
⎝
⎠
m.n

(9)

Step 4. Pairwise similarity matrix estimation: The pairwise similarity matrix is obtained after
p × q iterations using the vertex list similarity defined in Step3. p and q are the numbers of
vertex lists for the target ontology and benchmark ontology, respectively. Each element of the
pairwise similarity matrix in Equation (10) is obtained from Equation (9):
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(

⎡ Sim VLT , VLB
1
1
⎢
PSM (OT , O B ) ≡ ⎢⎢
⎢
T
B
⎢⎣ Sim VL p , VL1

(

)
)

(

)

Sim VLT1 , VLBq ⎤
⎥
⎥
.
⎥
⎥
Sim VLTp , VLBq ⎥⎦
p× q

(

(10)

)

Step 5. Evaluation of the taxonomic hierarchy: The total similarity between the target ontology
and benchmark ontology, defined as the average similarity of all the vertex lists, is estimated as
follows:
Sim taxonomic (OT , O B ) =

{ (

)}

1 p
∑ max Sim VLTi , VLBj .
p i =11≤ j ≤ q

(11)

3.1.2 Evaluation of non-taxonomic relations
Some relations defined in the ontology are non-taxonomic such as synonyms. In fact, lexical
similarity is applied to measure the conceptual similarity. Lexical similarity is computed using
the following equation:
B
Sim lexicon ⎛⎜V sTi , Vt j ⎞⎟ =
⎝
⎠

Words defined in V sTi and Vt
Words defined in V sTi or Vt

Bj

Bj

.

(12)

Therefore, evaluation of all of the whole non-taxonomic relations is performed according to the
following equation:
Sim non −taxonomic (OT , O B ) =

1 p q
B
T
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ Simlexicon ⎛⎜V s i , Vt j ⎞⎟.
⎝
⎠
p × q i =1 j =1 s t

(13)

3.1.3 Evaluation results
Using the benchmark ontology and evaluation metrics described in the previous sections, we
obtained the evaluation results shown in Table 1. The matching ratios between the constructed
ontology and benchmark ontology were 57% and 68% for taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relations, respectively. From the experimental results, the following phenomena were
discovered: first, the number of words mapped to the same concept in the upper layer of the
ontology was larger than that in the lower layer because the terminology usually appeared in
the lower layer. Owing to the lack of an authoritative benchmark, the metrics could not
provide an ideal measure. The main weakness was the difference between the target and
benchmark ontologies, especially the terminology used. Introducing concept or word
frequency measures may lead to a significant improvement.
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Table 1. Matching ratio between the target ontology and benchmark ontology
Taxonomic relation matching ratio

57%

Non-Taxonomic relation matching ratio

68%

3.2 Evaluation of domain application
To assess the performance of the ontology, a cross-language medical domain web-mining
system was implemented. For domain concept extraction, a corpus was collected from several
websites. A total of 2,322 web pages were collected as a medical domain corpus, and 8,133
web pages as a contrastive domain corpus. Besides the training corpus, 1,212 web pages
different from the training sets and the test queries were also collected for the purpose of
system evaluation. Forty users, who did not take part in system development, were asked to
provide a set of queries given the collected web pages. After post-processing was performed,
the duplicate queries and the queries that were out of the medical domain were removed.
Finally, 3,207 test queries using natural language were obtained.
The baseline system is based on the Vector-Space Model (VSM). That is, a sequence of
words is treated as a bag of words regardless of the word order. For a word sequence from a
user’s input, q = {q1 , q2 , ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ qn } , and a word sequence in a web page, d = {d1 , d 2 , ⋅⋅⋅⋅ d n } ,
the similarity is defined as the cosine function as follows:
SimVSM (Di , q ) = cos(d , q ) =

∑in=1 d i q i

,

(14)

2
2
∑in=1 d i × ∑in=1 q i

where Di is the i-th document in the web page and q is the user’s query. This approach to key
term expansion based on a synonym set is also adopted in the baseline system.
The conceptual relations and axioms defined in the medical ontology were integrated into
the baseline as the ontology-based system. The medical web search engine was developed
based on the constructed medical domain ontology consists of a relation inference module and
axiom inference module. The functions of and techniques used with these modules are
described in the following.

3.2.1 Relation inference module
For semantic representation, traditionally, keyword-based systems face two problems. First,
ambiguity usually results from the polysemy of words. The domain ontology gives clear
descriptions of the concepts. In addition, not all of the synonyms of a word should be
expanded without any constraints being applied. Secondly, the relations between the concepts
should be expanded and weighted in order to include more semantic information for semantic
inferences. We treat each user’s input and the content of a web page as a sequence of words.
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The similarity between an input query and a web page is defined as the similarity between the
two bags of words based on key concepts in the ontology [Yeh et al. 2004].
Sim relation (Di , q ) = Sim relation (d , q ) = Sim relation (d1 , d 2 , … , d L , q1 , q 2 , … q k )
1
⎧
⎪K L
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎪
⎜
⎟
⎪ ∑ ∑ ⎜⎝ 2 r ⎟⎠
⎪k =1l =1
=⎨
⎪K L⎛
1
⎪ ∑ ∑ ⎜⎜1 − t
⎪k =1l =1⎝ 2
⎪⎩
0

d l and q k are identical
d l and q k are hypernyms and r is the number of levels in between
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(15)

2

d l and q k are synonyms and t is the number of their common concepts
Other

3.2.2 Axiom inference module
Some axioms, such as “result in” and “result from,” that are expected to affect the
performance of a web search system in a medical domain are defined in order to describe the
relationships between syndromes and diseases. We collected data about syndromes and
diseases from a medical encyclopedia and tagged the diseases with three levels according to
their frequency of occurrence and tagged syndromes with four levels according to their
significance with respect to a specific disease. The “result in” relation score is defined as
RI ( Di , q) if a disease occurs in the input query and its corresponding syndromes appear in
the web page. Similarly, if a syndrome occurs in the input query and its corresponding disease
appears in the web page, the “result from” relation score is defined as RF ( Di , q ) . The relation
score is estimated as described in [Yeh et al. 2004]:
Axiom(Di , q ) = max{RI ( Di , q ), RF ( Di , q )}

{

}

= max RI (d1 , d 2 , … , d p , q1 , q 2 , … , q R ), RF (d1 , d 2 , … , d p , q1 , q 2 , … q R )

(16)

P, R
⎫
⎧⎪ P, R
RF ⎪
= max ⎨ ∑ a RI
pr , ∑ a pr ⎬,
⎪⎩ p =1,r =1 p =1,r =1 ⎪⎭
n −1
where a RI
if disease d p results in syndrome qr and qr is the top-n feature of
pr = 1 / 2
=
1 / 2 n −1 if syndrome d p results from disease qr and d p is the top-n
d p . Similarly, a RF
pr
feature of qr . The similarity between the i-th web page and query q is defined as

Sim axiom (Di , q ) =

Axiom( Di , q)
∑ Axiom( Di , q )
i

.

(17)
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3.2.3 Weight determination using the 11-avgP score
The medical domain web search system is modelled using a linear combination of a relational
inference model and axiom inference model. The normalized weight factor, α , is employed
for the purpose of concept expansion as follows:
Sim(Di , q ) = (1 − α ) Sim relation ( Di , q) + α × Sim axiom ( Di , q ).

(18)

An experiment was conducted to evaluate the estimation of the combination weights for each
model. The results are shown in Figure 6. A performance measure called 11-AvgP [Eichmann
and Srinivasan 1998] was used to summarize the precision and recall rates. The best 11-AvgP
score was obtained when the weight α was set to 0.428.

11-avgP score

0.7

0.66

0.62

0.58

0.54
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

α
Figure 6. The 11-avgP score with different values of α
3.2.4 Evaluation of different inference modules
In the following experiments, web pages were separately evaluated by focusing on one
inference module based on the domain-specific ontology at a time. That is, the mixture weight
was set to 1 for one inference module, and the other weight was set to 0 in each evaluation.
For comparison purposes, the keyword-based VSM approach and the ontology-based system
were also evaluated, and the results are shown in Figure 7. The precision and recall rates were
used as the evaluation measures. The ontology-based approach combines of concept
inferences and axiom inferences as described in the previous sections. The results shown in
Table 2 reveal that the ontology-based system outperformed the baseline system in synonym
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expansion. Instead of keywords, the concepts defined in the ontology play an important role in
term expansion for a specific domain. In addition, relation axioms are important and can be
effectively used in domain applications; that is to say, the inference axioms provide semantic
relationships between words.
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Figure 7. The precision rates and recall rates achieved with the proposed method
and the baseline system
Table 2. Precision rates (%) at the 11-point recall level
Recall Level

0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1

Baseline system
(Precision)

78 73 68 65 60 52 38 30 21 15 11

Ontology based
(Precision)

87 86 82 77 73 71 68 62 51 40 32
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4. CONCLUSIONS
A novel approach to automated ontology alignment and domain ontology extraction from two
knowledge bases has been presented in this paper. In this study, a bilingual ontology has been
developed from two well established knowledge bases, WordNet and HowNet, based on the
co-occurrence of words in a parallel bilingual corpus. A domain-dependent ontology has been
further extracted from the universal ontology using the island-driven algorithm and a domain
corpus as well as a contrastive corpus. In addition, domain-specific terms and axioms have
also been added to the domain ontology. A metric based on the similarity measure for
ontology evaluation has also been proposed. The experimental results show that the proposed
approach can extract an aligned bilingual domain-specific ontology which mostly coincides
with a corresponding manually designed ontology. We have also applied the obtained
domain-specific ontology to web page search in a medical domain. The experimental results
show that the proposed approach outperformed the synonym expansion approach.
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